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The paper describes an electronically controlled Savonius-type current

meter with small dimensions and low weight. . The start and readout

of the instrument is initiated by holding a magnet outside its trans

parent pressure housing, throußh which the results are read.

Several applications are demonstrated and discussed.
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1v1easurements of current speed' and direction is of vital importance in

a11 kinds of scientific and applied work that deal with water. To cover'

the need for currcnt measurements a number of different currents me

ters have been developed. Most of the modern current meters that have

been made during the last 10 years are designed for users that possess

large ships, with winch or lifting ,equipment and want long series. of re

corded measurelnents. For the user who needs a simple instrument to

check the current speed and direction, and for the user who does not

possess expensive signal processing equipment little has been done.

Till now two instruments have been generally available for the latter

user. The most known instrument of that kind is the Ekman current

meter.

TheEkman current meter consists of a propel~er and a compassdisc.

After the instrument has been placed in its measuring position, the pro

peller is rclcased by the impact of a messenger. The revolutions made

by the propeller are counted by a mechanical counter which also dis

penses small metal spheres into compartments on the compass disco At

thc impact of another messenger the propeller is relocked and the instru

ment may be pulled uP' for inspection and reading.

The major shortcoming of' the Ekman current meter is frequent failing

of the rel.case ahu locking mcchanism - in particular in cold weather.

lt is also impractical to use several Ekman' s undcr each other on the

same string. Rotor friction and the load of driving the revolution counter

Inechanism also rcduce the instrument sensitivity.

The alternative choise for our 'non":"prosperous user is the pendululn cur

rent meter. This instrument consists of a simple compass made by hang

ing a bar magnet from a thin thread in a transparent chamber filleu with

gelatine jelly. The transparent chamber is mounteu on' a V - shaped vane.

TIefore use the gelatine is heated until it liquidises. When the current

acts on the vane, it. tilts an angle 0<. with the verti<:,al plane. When the

gelatine stiffens, the compass suspension thread is locked in thi,s angle.

The bar magnet is simultaneously locked in the horisontal angleß . .
Now thc instrument may be pullcd up.By mcasuring Kanu ß icurrcnt

speed and direction can be calculatcd. .
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The pendulum current meter is. cheap and lightweight, hut it is cumher

some to operate in the field due to the need for heating between each

mea surement. Also the sensitivitY,and accuracy is difficult to define as

the moment of freezing is unpredictable.

In summary there is a need for an instrument that combines the good

propcrties of both Ekman and the pendulum without including their less

beneficial ones.

The instrument should be lightweight, reliable, and easy to use, have a

precision c~mparable to expensivc current meters and the possibility to

be checkc9. for malfunetion in the field.

For about a year a group in Bergen has been working with ·such. an

instrument.

Fig. 1 shows the mechanical design. The lower part of the instrument is

a combined rotor bearing and protection cage. The upper part of the

rotor contains two magnets whichproduce an alternating magnetic field

as the rotor moves. The sensor assembly is screwed to a transparent

plastic tube of outer diameter 6 cm which can take apressure of. up to

1000 m of water. Thc transparent tube coritains a magnetic field sensor,

electronic timing and counting circuits, a circuit for locking the compass,

the compass itself and four penlight batteries. Total weight. in air is .

appr. 1500 g. Whcn thc elcctronic circuit is activc, impulscs from the

thc magnetic field sensor are fcd to asolid statc counter which accumu

lates thc numbcr of rotor rcvolutions. Whcn a currcnt mcasurClncnt has

been complctcd, a DC:' currcnt is passcd through a coil that surrounds

the compass .. the magnetic· Held from the coil then forces 'thc compass

needle to lock in its position just prior to the activation.

The use of the instrument is initiated by starting an internal clock. The

clock gives' impulses for each Ti seconds - Ti being typically 210 seconds.

A lTIeaSUrenlent cyclus will last for Ti seconds during which the numbcr

of rotor revolutions are counted and· integrated. Prior to thc integration

the user can program the instrunlel1t to stay insensitive to rotor signals

for a dclay pcriod Td which is a multiplum of Ti.

Td = n. Ti

n is an integer (n 'S. 0 «9).
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The 'dclay period is needed to give the user time to place the instru

ments in thc water at wanted 'depths.

Starting of the instrument is done by holding a small' magnet, from

f. ex. a magnet stirrer outside a luagnet sensitive switch on the elec

tronic card inside the tube. As soon as Td has elapsed, the rotor,' counts

are integrated for the succeeding Ti seconds. At the termination' of Ti

the compas s needle locks.

After this time the instrument can be' brought up to the surface for

reading. Reading of direction is done by inspecting the compass through

, the 'transparent instrument top. Reading of current is done by holding a

small magnet outside a marked tlREAD" -po sition on the instrument. This

operation activates a 3 digit pocket calculator type display which is

directly connected to the counter.

For' the rotor presently used (made by Aanderaa Instruments) the cur

rent speed V is calculated from the expression

V ~ 21 ~ n + V
tTi

V
t

is the treshold current value which appr. equals 1,5 cm/s, ~ n is

the number of counts indicated on the display. For the convenience of

reading Ti is orten cho sen equa'l to 210 seconds .

After reading; the compass needlc is released by moving the magnet

outside a third marked position called RESET COMPASS. The communi'"

cations betwcen user and instrument via light and magnetisrn makes it

possible to operate thc instrument vJithout opening it thus reducing most

o[ the leak hazard. The electronic circuits that are used draw virtually

no power during standby conditions. Since no battery switch is needed,

the batterieswill last for at least several months.

A silnple block diagram for the instrument electronics is shown In

Fig.2.

The design shown in Fig. 1 makes, several modes of rnooring possible.

Fig. 3 shows some typical uses.
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Fig.3a shows several identical instruments hanging under each other '

in order to obtain a vertical current profile. For this applieation all

instruments are started simultaneously and then p1aeed in position.

Fig.3b shows 'how the instruments are snapped on to a standard hydro

graphie wire without the need for cutting.

Fig. 3e shows the mounting of the instrument to a standard Nansen

bottle 1n order to measure both eurrent and water properties.

Fig. 3d shows how the eurrent ean be measured from a ship without

adding the ships own drifting speed.

Praetieal .results with the instruments.

Prototypes of the instrun1ent have been tested by several Norwegian users.'

In partieu1ar the Institute of Marine Research has put effort into the

testing.

A typical field test was carried out in the Masfjord in Western Norway,

June 1977. This is a typical Norwegian fjord. The water movement is

ru1ed by tides, wind and freshwater run-off.

During the test the hydrographie conditions were characterised by a

brackish water 1ayer in the uppennost 2 - 3m with a strong density gra

dient. Thi s gradient was strongest at the head and deereased towards

the mouth. The anchor station was situated near the mouth (Fig.4)

Even here there is an inerease in tlle density from surface to 2 m depth

of about 7 l~ t -, units. Between 2m depth and 10 m depth there Isa

moderate density g'radient, and be10w 10 m the water is relativc1y, homo

geneous.

TaL1e 1 and figure 5 'shows a typical event during the test. Temperature

and salinity was measured by a YSI sa1inoterm. To measure the current

velocity we uscd an Aanderaa eurrcnt lTIeter RCM4. in addition to our new

current meters. Unfortunately not more than five ncw current meter were

availab1e at that tilne, so we used RCM4 for the measurements in 7 and

15 m depth.
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From table I it can be seen that the current vectors coincide with the

north-south direction to the nearest 10
0

with exception of the eurrent

vector in 2 m depth. Here the direetion of the current veetor is 290
0

•

In figure 5 the north eomponent of this current vector is used. The ex-'

planation for why this current meter did not indicate a direction along

the north- south Hne ,like the other s, could be that it was near the depth

,where the current was reversing. The direction indieated is the mean'

diiection over a vertical column equal to the height of the eurrent meter,

which is 43 cm. The speed is indieated by the Savonius rotor which re

present the lowermost 7 cm of this column. Thercforc it is possible that

the speed indicatcd by the rotor is in fact directed straight southward.

The current velocity profile in figure 5 is characteristic for a 34 hours

period from 21 June, 23 hours to 23 June, 09 hours. During this time the

the wind headed north with a speed, U a J varying from 4m/ s to 6/ms with

an average' of about 4,5m/s. This shows how the estuarine circulation

can be reversed even over a longer period of time duc to \vind effects.

Assuming that current velocity incrcases linearly from 2m depth to the

surfacc, the surface current will bc 37cm/s. This indicates a wind faetor,

~~' 10010, of about 810, and shows the effect of stratification on wind

currentJ Uw. The measurements 'are in good agreement with earlier nlea

sured and ealculated wind faetors. (PICKARD and RODGERS, 1959),

(GADE, 1970), and (RYE, BRUUN andHOUMB, 1974).

DISCUSSION~

The field tests have shown that the new eurrent meter is weIl fit for

making, instantancous current vcloeity profiles in fjords and coastal

waters. During thQtests we operated 5 eurrent meters, but we could

easily have operated up to 10 meters. Duc to small dimensions and low

weight it is easy to pay out the eurrent nleters by hand on a'string, even

from a rowboat.

When the eurrent meters are operated from an anehored ship, it seems

rnost eonvenicnt to use them in "gallows" attaehedto the hydrowire as

seen in Fig.3b. To eliminatedistortion of the earth magnetie field from

the ship huH, the hydrowire ought to be kept at lea st 2 meter s from the

ship-side, at least for the current meters that are used in the uppcr

5 meters. During the test we experienced some problems with sufficicntly
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strong clamping of thc compass nccdle. When the instrument struck

against the ship side -' as the, instruments \Verc taken in - the conlpass

necdle would somctime s jump from its original clamped position to

another arbitary one' - depending on the impact energy.

This problem will be eliminated 111 a future design in. which thc compass

will be r.ead electronically. The 'compas s angle will then be storcd in a

similar solid state Inen10ry as presently done with the current speed in

formation. This will both cliininate thc compass reading hazard' and re

duce power consumption.

In a future dcsign it is also planned to increase the current· meter ITlelnory

capacity to make room for c. g. 1000 individual measurements of current·

speed and direction. This will enable an easy sampling of tbc current

variations over e. g. one tidal per iod. Readout of data in the new instru

ment may be done via thc displayas now 01' by transferring the informa

tion to a printer via '1 convenient plug.

The current Ineter must be used with care in regions with strong gradients

as the vane that detects the direction is appr. 20cm higher up than the

currcnt specd scnsor.

Measurenlcnts -in the wave zonc must also be perfornled with carc. With

an integration time of 3,5 minutcs and sampling of the direction .at the 'end

of tbc integrationperiod, a consielcrablc bias uetwecn elirection anel speed

may occur. IIALPERN and PILLSI3UR Y (1 ~76) mcasurcd the. differencee in kinetic energy uetween Aandcraa RCM4 anel an j\MF currcnt Ineter

which records speed and 'direction continuously. At high currcnt fluctua

tions the RMC4 indicated up to 10 times lligbcr kinctic energy tban tbc

,AMF-instrument.

The use of surface buoys can also bias the current vc10city. LOENG

(1 ~76) sbowed that the current velocity indicated by an Aandcraa current

lnctcr ·11n odow a surfacc ouoy could oe 6 tilncs llighcr than thc currcnt

velocity from a fixcd point.
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Table 1.

'Anchor Station, Masfjord, Norway

22 June 1977, 2130 hours.

DEPTH TEl\IPERATURE SALINITY r:;- CURRENT CURRENT
t SPEED DIRECTION

m °c cm/s

0 16,0 22.0 15.8

0.5 16.0 23.2 16.7 ,

1.0 15.7 24.5 17.8 20. 7 350

1.5 14.8 27.0 , 19.9

2.0 13.5 28.8 21.5 6. 7 290

3.0 12.8 29.4 22.1 16.6 180

4.0 12.2 29.8 22.5 15.6 170

5.0 11. 9 30.0 22.8 15.8 170

7.0 10.9 30.7 23.5 16.5 160

10.0 9.8 31. 3 24. I

13.5 8.5 31. 3 24.2

15.0 5: 7 185

•
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Fig. I. Mechanica1 design of the new current ITleter.

Fig.2. Block diagraITl of the current ITleter electronics.

Fig; 3. Typical ways of using the instruITlent

A Taking a vertical current profile

B Snapping. it to the hydrowire

C COITlbining a current ITleasureITlent with· a hydrographie

cast.

D Measuring current frOITl a ship without adding the shipt s

own drifting speed.
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Fig.4.

Fig.5.

Map showing a se1ected anchor station near the ITlouth of a

West Norwegian fjord.

MeasureITlents of current, salinity and teITlperature at the

anchor station shown on F ig. 4 during JUlle 1976 .
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